
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P total AVERAGE

CONTENT AND DELIVERY 3 5 4 5 2 5 4 5 5 3 4 3 3 3 5 5 64 4

The organizationf or this town has was 

(excellent-poor)

OBJECTIVES 4 5 4 5 2 5 3 4 5 4 4 4 3 4 5 5 66 4.125

The objectives of the town hall were (clearly 

defined-vague)

DELIVERY 2 5 4 5 2 5 3 4 5 3 5 4 3 3 4 4 61 3.8125

The delivery by the presenters was (excellent-

poor)

HANDOUTS 5 5 4 5 4 5 3 3 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 3 67 4.1875

The handouts supporting the town hall were 

(excellent…poor)

2014 NOVEMBER 15 - CODE ENFORCEMENT HOW HALL - Co Sponsored by Neighborhood Support Network and TRRG-Evaluation review

COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS: 
A. I just thought the meeting was too long.  A lot of people had things to complain about ,and I get that but I think it easily could have been half the time.  But thanks for the intermission.  It was helpful to 
connect with other neighbors.  Thanks for bringing the peps from code enforcement.  That was helpful too.  
B. Thank you very much for organizing the town hall meeting.  
C. A good forum - but so much more to do!!  
E. Too many frustrated people telling angry stories the conversation was dominated by a small group of people-I had questions to ask but that part of the program closed with no warning Asserting a point of 
view seemed to be the only way to be heard . 
G.  While the neighborhood representatives war stories were interesting, they should have been shortened. The suggestion portion and ideas for implementation was much more constructive 
I.  Common postcard language needed 
J. too long-a bit too long on Ronnie and Lois presentation on frustration - 2 hrs max too long-a bit too long on Ronnie and Lois presentation on frustration - 2 hrs max  
L. Next time, go directly to agenda speakers, rather than ask if questions about agenda.  An hour and a half for the info presented in the 1st half was too long.  Then there was only about 10 min for the group to 
brainstorm suggestions, questions, etc. was way too brief.  The last half of the mtg w/ Mike Wyneken & Mike Rankin was valuable and  helpful 
M.  too many problems & complaints, we need more solutions..the chairs needed to be arranged so people faced the screen-so people could see.  Ronnie K';s talk on this particular problem property lasted way 
too long, Lois good about identifying issues, but showed way too many pictures. but after Lois finished speaking to the group as a whole she went to the back of the room and carried on personnel 
conversations with several people keeping u a running buzz.  How rude!  I found the COT professionals really helpful.  Please give them another huge thanks for their presence especially on a Saturday.  
N.  Ronnie & Lois gave good examples of intractable code violations but…Ronnie's was too long and too detailed-took too much time.  Needed more time on REMEDIES.  Mike Wynekim was either not a good 
speaker or isn't a good problem solver.  Sad!! CE needs a dynamic head!!!  
 O.  Very informative 
P.  not very many handouts ; too many people sharing personal problems/examples rather than general ideas.  Idea of attaching photo to reports is extremely good idea!!  
D, F, H, K, no comment 

STATISTICS TO NOTE:  48 people signed in.  22 neighborhoods represented. Seven City of Tucson Staff.  One AZ Daily Star reporter.  2 TRRG.  and 4 unassigned 


